Coogam Wooden Hexagon Puzzle for Kid Adults - Shape Pattern
Block Tangram Brain Teaser Toy Geometry Logic IQ Game STEM
Montessori Educational Gift for All Ages Challenge Review-2021

Geometric IQ Game: Endless possibilities for kids adults building blocks, not only limited to the
instructions, but also try to figure out more solutions to make fantastic works of art. Put the pieces in
and fill in the bottom plate, then you make it!
Logical Learning Puzzle: 7 color and 14 pieces different shape blocks make a terrific brain puzzle.
Each side measures 3.54 inch, Product size: 7.3x6.3x0.39 inch (outer frame included). Package
contains a detailed instruction for a new player.
Superior Quality: Made of natural and healthy basswood with high quality and smooth surface.
Non-toxic paint ensure safe play. Great alternative to tablet games.
Gives The Brain A Work Out : Simplest design with bright colors help to spark any imagination and
creativity perfectly. Making shapes and patterns provide a better chance to practice fine motor skill,
hand-on coordination,even kidsâ€™ spatial thinking. Make mind working from now on.
Challenge For All Ages: Not only suitable for puzzle lovers, but also attractive for puzzle beginner.
Who will not love montessori wooden toys? Playing with it as if you are learning math, practice
arragement and combinations. Perfect ultimate gift idea.Wooden Hexagon shape Brain Teasers Toy
Logic IQ Game Montessori Educational Gift
There are of course multiple ways to place the pieces to complete the puzzle. Find different
combinations and enjoy doing it with kids. A good choice to practice children hand eye coordination,
visual motor and fine motor skills. home and kindergarten resource for 3 year old + toddlers
learning toys.When playing our wooden preschool educational toys , kids will improve the flexibility
of the fingers, stimulate kids' interest of understanding and learning about the world, increasing
sensory skills.Get the child to engage, if they are not instant gratification and have a high boredom
threshold it might be easier to interest them. The dictum is the learner learning anything of
value.Kids play with the blocks in all sorts of ways beyond the intended use which is boosting their
creativity (looking beyond the obvious). As well as their motor skills and spatial awareness it gives
then experience of building and how shapes interact.
Specification:
Quantity:14 pcs
Package Size: 7.3 x 6.4 x 0.39 in
Weight: 5.1 oz
Play it with friends, an attractive toy to help children enhance their friendship, keep eyes away from
computer games.
While cultivating parent-child relationships, can encourage you to play along with your child to
achieve the best educational experience
More suitable for small hand grip, to pick and place easily which will fit nicely into little hands
Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

